Teddy Bear Fashion Show at the Winter Carnival

Do you remember the bare bear?

If your bear comes to the Teddy Bear Fashion Show, this is what you will need to do:

1. Dress up your bear
2. Fill in the entry form at the bottom of this page
3. Pin it at the front of your bear so it is easy for people to see
4. Bring your bear to Mrs DVD’s room (the learning support room) on the Friday before the Winter Carnival so she can set up all the bears ready for the show.
5. Pay $2.00 for entry when you bring your bear (There will be lots of prizes!)

Mrs O’Donnell in 1D has some bears that children could borrow to dress up if they don’t have a bear of their own.

Bears can be collected from the fashion show any time after 2pm on the day of the carnival.

This bear’s name is ____________________________
and belongs to ___________________________________________
in Year _______ The bear’s number is:
(Mrs DVD will write in your number.)